
A Peek at PEEP in Patients With AIDS

PEEP was described to improve oxygenation in venti-
lated patients with ARDS in 1967,1 although the mecha-
nism of action was not clear. The potential benefits of lung
volume recruitment maneuvers became apparent from re-
sults of a randomized controlled trial of mechanical ven-
tilation of patients with ARDS in 1998.2 Since that time
there has been a proliferation of literature in the area of
lung volume recruitment.3 It has become recognized that
PEEP largely acts to maintain the recruitment benefit
achieved by tidal ventilation. More complex maneuvers
have been studied over the past decade to open atelectatic
lung units, such as sustained inflation,4 incremental PEEP,5

intermittent higher volume ventilation or “sighs,”6 and high-
frequency oscillation.7 In this context, the physiological
study by Anjos et al published in this issue of RESPIRATORY

CARE,8 evaluating the oxygenation benefits of PEEP, is
somewhat anachronistic (although carried out in 2000),
but addresses some important physiological principles and
demonstrates the complexities of lung volume physiology.

SEE THE ORIGINAL STUDY ON PAGE 211

In their short-term physiologic study, Anjos et al as-
sessed the effects of 3 levels of PEEP (5, 10, and 15 cm H2O)
with 5 cm H2O pressure support, in 30 patients with the
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) presenting
with acute hypoxemia, primarily due to respiratory infec-
tions. While oxygenation improved with increasing PEEP,
the improvement varied depending on the sequence of
application of PEEP. Further, when compared with base-
line settings (0 PEEP and 0 pressure support), the oxygen-
ation improvement was significant only with PEEP
5 cm H2O, and not at higher levels of PEEP. When PEEP
15 cm H2O was applied, the improvement in oxygenation
was significant compared only with 0 PEEP (with pressure
support of 5 cm H2O). The investigators observed eleva-
tion in PaCO2

as PEEP was increased, especially with the
highest level of PEEP. The addition of 5 cm H2O pressure
support with no PEEP was associated with reductions in
respiratory rate and dyspnea. The authors conclude that
progressive elevations of PEEP in AIDS patients with hy-
poxemic respiratory failure improve oxygenation, and the
addition of pressure support promotes further subjective
improvement. These results are not surprising, and should
be generalizable to non-AIDS patients, given that more

than 50% of their patients had community-acquired pneu-
monia, which should have a similar physiological response
to PEEP regardless of human immunodeficiency virus in-
fection.

The study was well done: the methods are well de-
scribed, and the design is rigorous. However, there are a
few limitations of this physiological trial. The application
of FIO2

of 1, even for brief periods, is associated with
reabsorption atelectasis9; in this trial, this may have re-
duced the degree of PEEP-induced recruitment and im-
provement in oxygenation. Another limitation, acknowl-
edged by the investigators, is the short washout period,
which may have been insufficient to return to baseline
conditions between PEEP exposures. A further limitation
is that Anjos and his colleagues used an intensive care
ventilator to deliver noninvasive ventilation. As intensive
care ventilators do not generally compensate for mask leaks,
it is possible that the use of higher applied PEEP may have
been associated with greater leak, and thus may not have
translated to higher alveolar PEEP, thus the lack of addi-
tional oxygenation benefit. Finally, the authors conclude
that the recruitment response to PEEP was similar regard-
less of etiology of respiratory failure; however, the sub-
groups of patients with tuberculosis and fungal pneumonia
(including Pneumocystis jiroveci pneumonia) are too small
to draw any useful conclusions.

This study is complex to interpret and raises some in-
teresting physiological concepts. In this study the major
symptomatic benefit was associated with the addition of
5 cm H2O pressure support, even in the absence of PEEP,
likely due to an effect on work of breathing. Increasing
PEEP levels had a relatively small effect on oxygenation
and no effect on subjective dyspnea. This may be due to
the fact that the major recruitment effect is attributable to
tidal ventilation, and PEEP merely prevents loss of this
tidal recruitment.10 Higher PEEP levels may also have
complex effects that may be difficult to anticipate. The
effects on individual alveolar clusters is heterogeneous,
dependent on the size of the alveoli, the degree of injury,
and the characteristics of adjacent alveoli.11,12 This may
result in overdistention of certain alveoli, even on expo-
sure to peak pressures generally considered acceptable.
Overdistention would reduce alveolar perfusion and in-
crease dead space, therefore potentially affecting both ox-
ygen and carbon dioxide levels. The study is also affected
by the time-dependence of recruitment and the volume
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history of the lung. Prior peak inspiratory pressure will
have an effect on the pressure-volume relationship13 and
therefore the recruitment occurring at a particular PEEP
level. This is demonstrated by the fact that a progressive
improvement in oxygenation was seen only in the sub-
group with an initial PEEP of 5 cm H2O, and not in those
who initially received 10 or 15 cm H2O in the randomly
applied intervention. The washout period of 20 min may
have been insufficient to return the lung to its baseline
characteristics.

How does this study help clinicians? Clinicians cannot
conclude from this trial that noninvasive pressure support/
PEEP is associated with longer-term clinical benefit, as the
study was not designed to evaluate clinical outcomes such
as avoidance of intubation; and the study included a het-
erogeneous group of patients. However, the conclusions
that are relevant to bedside clinicians are that pressure
support of 5 cm H2O, regardless of PEEP, was associated
with a reduction in respiratory rate and dyspnea, and that
high PEEP should be used cautiously, given that PEEP
higher than 10 cm H2O may not be associated with im-
provements in oxygenation, and may be associated with
elevations in PaCO2

.
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